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- Introduction to Heavy Ion Physics
- Quarkonium production at the LHC
- in pp collisions
- in pPb collisions 
- in PbPb collisions 
- revisiting pp and pPb collisions
- Prospects
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3QCD Matter
QED Matter
High Temperature and 
pressure QCD Matter
Physics Goals
Studying properties of the strongly interacting matter at high temperature (and pressure)
Heavy ion collisions allow us to create this matter in the laboratory
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QGP
Cabibbo & Parisi PLB 59 67 (1975) Bjorken PRD27 140 (1983)
Temperature
~ 160 MeV
Also Collins & Perry PRL 34 61353 (1975)
√sNN > 25 GeV
Key questions
- What are the fundamental properties of strongly interacting matter as a function of temperature and density? 
- Matter with non-abelian interaction of their constituents
- What are the properties of the quark gluon plasma?
- Predicted by QCD theory 
- To which extent did these properties govern the evolution of the universe? 
- How do hadrons acquire their mass and how is the mass modified by the medium they move in? 
- High gluon density: new regime of QCD?
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Dynamical Evolution
- dsd
6
20
E>>m
E>>m
Initial parton-parton 
interaction
τcross < 1/ΛQCDτcross ~ 2R/γ
++
τform ≈ 1/ΛQCD
for times τ  τther        
longitudinal expansion 
starts
++ τlong  ≈ R      
End of longitudinal    
expansion
τ  τlong        
 3D expansion starts
Chemical 
Freeze-out
ρ ≈ 0.15 fm-3
T ≈ 0.15 GeV
FIG. 10. Bjorken scenario [Bjorken 83] for the formation of hot QCD matter. After a formation
time ⌧form a volume with a high energy density is created. After equilibration at ⌧ther, the evolution
of the hot QCD matter follows the laws of the relativistic hydrodynamics. First, there is a longi-
tudinal expansion until the system reaches a longitudinal size close to its transverse size, then a
tridimensional expansion starts until the density is so low that no more inelastic (elastic) collision
takes place. The system reaches then the so called chemical (kinetically) freeze-out. Finally all the
particles will fly decaying to their daughter particles or reaching the detector. Typically only charged
pions, charged kaons, protons, neutrons, photons, electrons and muons will reach the detectors.
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FIG. 7. Critical behaviour for massless quarks and µB = 0 of the order parameters of the
deconfinement (left plot) and of the chiral (right plot) transitions as predicted by lattice QCD
calculations. The order parameters are the Polyakov susceptibility ( L) and the chiral susceptibility
( m) [Karsch 02a]. Both transitions would indeed be the same one or would take place at the same
critical temperature.
FIG. 8. Lay-out of the hadronic matter phase diagram as it is today conceived.
At the LHC,μB~0, ε0~10-40 GeV/fm3 (Ti~300-450 MeV)
Freeze-out
µB=0
lQCD
Experimental Observables
- Global 
- Light hadrons
- Strange hadrons
- Quarkonia
- Open heavy flavours
- Jet and high pT
hadrons
- Electroweak probes
- Others (Exotic, UPC, …) 
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- Centrality 
- Rapidity
- pT
- Azimuthal angle
- Centre of mass 
energy
- Reaction plane
- Fluctuations
- Small systems
- Correlations
x
Initial State 
QGP
HG
Freeze-out
QCD/Models are crucial in the interpretation of the 
observables. Due to complexity, a global and coherent 
scenario is a must
QGP at mid/Forward
- a
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HIC Initial Conditions
- <mT> of hadron produced in relativistic hadron collision 
~500-1000 MeV/c
- Xbj~ 2<mT>e±y/√s ~ 10-2 - 10-6
- Gluon density in the nucleus 
is higher than in the proton
- Collisions of a dense gluon 
cloud interacting with a<1
- Classical approximation of 
QCD can describe the 
collisions of high density 
gluon coulds (CGC)
9
14 19. Structure functions
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Figure 19.5: The bands are x times the unpolarized (a,b) parton distributions
f(x) (where f = uv, dv, u, d, s ≃ s¯, c = c¯, b = b¯, g) obtained in NNLO NNPDF3.0
global analysis [56] at scales µ2 = 10 GeV2 (left) and µ2 = 104 GeV2 (right), with
αs(M2Z) = 0.118. The analogous results obtained in the NNLO MMHT analysis can
be found in Fig. 1 of Ref [55]. The corresponding polarized parton distributions
are shown (c,d), obtained in NLO with NNPDFpol1.1 [15].
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FIG. 18. Left: Nuclear modification factor RAA(pT) for ⇡0 in central (closed circles) and peripheral
(open circles) Au-Au at
p
sNN = 200 GeV. Figure 3 from reference [PHENIX 03b]. Right: RAA of
charged particles measured by ALICE in the most central Pb-Pb collisions (0-5%) in comparison
to results from CMS and model calculations. Figure 4 from reference [ALICE 12a]
centrality and pT dependence of the nuclear modification factors. In the most central col-
lisions, the RAA is strongly suppressed (RAA ⇡ 0.13) at pT = 6-7 GeV/c. Above pT = 7
GeV/c, there is a significant rise in the nuclear modification factor, which reaches RAA ⇡
0.4 for pT > 30 GeV/c (see Fig. 18). The latter is in good agreement with models based on
radiative energy loss of gluons in QGP.
At LHC the studies of jets in heavy ion collisions becomes possible. The ATLAS col-
laboration presented the first results on jet reconstruction in Pb-Pb collisions at the LHC
[ATLAS 10]. Jets were reconstructed up to transverse energies of 100 GeV. An asymmetry,
increasing with centrality, was observed between the transverse energies of the leading and
second jets (see Fig. 19). This is an outstanding confirmation of the strong jet energy loss
in a hot, dense medium, as it was inferred from the studies of the high pT RAA and hadron
correlations at RHIC. Similar conclusions were obtained from the measurement performed
by the CMS collaboration [CMS 11b].
At LHC, the phenomenology on studies related to QCD energy loss is also very rich.
Many measurements that are not described here have been performed, like hadron-hadron
correlations [ALICE 12d], single jets [? CMS 12h] and gamma-jets [CMS 12d]. In the next
10 years, high precision measurements will be performed on these channels and other more
exotic ones, like Z-jet, will be studied.
The study of high pT RAA of heavy flavour hadrons should shed light on the QCD energy
loss mechanisms. According to QCD, the radiative energy loss of gluons should be larger
than that of quarks. In addition, due to the dead cone e↵ect [Dokshitzer 01], heavy quark
energy loss should be further reduced with respect to that of light quarks. Many studies
were performed at RHIC, mainly via the semileptonic decay of heavy flavour hadrons. A
strong suppression was observed but quantitative conclusions are not yet available. At the
LHC, ALICE collaboration has measured the high pT RAA of D0, D+, and D?+ [ALICE 12f,
Conesa del Valle 12] and the high pT RAA of semi-muonic decay of heavy-flavours (charm and
beauty) [ALICE 12e]. The CMS collaboration has measured the high pT RAA of J/ from
beauty hadron decays. These results indicate strong in-medium energy loss for charm and
beauty quarks, increasing towards the most central collisions. It seems that J/ from beauty
hadron decays are less suppressed than charm hadrons, but systematic uncertainties are still
large. In the next 10 years, thanks to the upgrades of the LHC and RHIC experiments,
A little bit of history
- SPS (1985-)
- Elliptic flow, particle ratios, jpsi suppression => 
evidence for deconfined state of matter
- RHIC (2000-)
- Elliptic flow saturation, particles ratios, high pT
particle suppression. QGP behaves as a perfect fluid
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My personal very brief review
STAR, PRC72(2005)014904
A. Andronic et al., 
B. arXiv:nucl-th/0511071v3
PHENIX. PRL 91,072301 (2003)NA50. PLB 477 28 (2000)
Why HI at the LHC?
Higher energy density (~x15-x30 beam energy step)
- Larger/Longer/Hotter QGP
- Increase of hard probe cross-sections:
- Upsilon (but also J/psi)
- Open beauty (but also open charm)
- Jet production (until 1000 factor)
- Electroweak boson production
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LHC Heavy Ion Program
All LHC experiments have joined the LHC HI program:
- Run1 (2010-2013) Pb-Pb2.76 TeV 0.1 nb-1, pPb 5 TeV
- Run2 (2015-2018) Pb-Pb5 TeV 1 nb-1, pPb 5, 8 TeV, fixed target
- Run3 (2021-2024) Pb-Pb5 TeV 10nb-1
- Run4 (2027-2030) To be discussed, light ions, fixed target, …
Rough estimation: 
O(1300) experimental physiscists in the LHC publications interested in the HI program. Full LHC community O(6800)
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ALICE
CMS
LHCb
ATLAS
ALICE: devoted to HI. low pT, PID, open charm, charmonia
CMS/ATLAS: bottomonia, jets, 
high pT, EW probes
LHCb: pA, low pT, precision
Quarkonium
- Bound States Q-Qbar
(c-cbar or b-bar)
- Quantum Numbers: JPC
- Well described by 
Quantum Mechanics 
(MQ>LQCD)
- P= (-1)L+1, C=(-1)L+S
- Notation 2S+1LJ
- Relativistic corrections 
are sizable
13
Charmoinum
family
3.0
4.0
M (GeV)
hc(1P) 1P1 1+-
cc0(1P) 3P0 0++
cc1(1P) 3P1 1++
cc2(1P) 3P2 2++
DDBar
hc(1S) 1S0 0-+
hc(2S) 1S0 0-+
J/y(1S) 3S1 0--
y(2S) 3S1 0--
Wider Resonances
J/y, y(2S) èdilepton; ccè J/y +g; y(2S) è J/y +hadron
Quarkonium hadroproduction at 
high energies
High Energy è gluon dominates
Production mechanisms depends on the quarkoniumquantum numbers
- Via gluon fusion gg è QQbar (C=+1). C=-1 stated more difficult since additional gluon is needed  ggèg+QQbar (C=-1). Also contributes to C=+1 QQbarproduction.
Factorisation of the qqbar pair production (pQCD) and 
the evolution toward a bound state (non-perturbative
process) 
Evolution towards the quarkonium state exhibits 
similar time scale as the formation of the QGP in 
nucleus-nucleus collisions at relativistic energies
Feeddown: decays have to be considered
- Charmonium : ccèJ/y+g, y(2S)èJ/y+X and y(2S)ècc+g. BèJ/y+X, y(2S)+X
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G. Schuler, CERN-TH.7170/94
Definitions
Direct = directly produced in the collision at t~0.3 fm/c
Prompt = Direct + decay from higher resonances at 
t˜102-103 fm/c 
Inclusive = Prompt + decay of hadrons with beauty 
quarks at t˜1010 fm/c
Inclusive yields are measured in experiments via 
dilepton and radiative decays (tracking, calorimeters, 
PID)
- Invariant mass analysis of dilepton pairs
- Invariant mass analysis of gamma+dilepton pairs
Reaching down to pT=0 (lepton pT down to MQQbar/2)
Prompt yields are measured with high precision tracking 
(silicon detectors)
- Discrimination between prompt and non-prompt B-
decay becomes possible
15
Few examples of Minv
distributions 
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HERA-B
Dimuon
channel
Dimuon+g
channel
NA51
Models in pp collisions
Color Evaporation Model (CEM). Proportional to open Q-Qbar
production cross-section. Evolution toward quarkonium
bound states via a factor.
Color Single Model (CSM). pQCD approach for production of 
Q-Qbar pairs with the same quantum numbers as the 
quarkonium bound state.
NRQCD and Color Octect Model (COM). Color single and color
octecs Q-Qbar pair are considered. Long range matrix 
elements (LRMW), fitted to a subset of the data.
Models are compared to differential production cross-
sections and polarisation measurements.
pQCD open beauty production for non-prompt quarkonium
production
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Models: COM favoured but …
- CSM presents large uncertainties
- COM reproduced most of the 3S1data at high pT
- Polarisation measurements 
favour favour COM
- Etac data from LHCb extremely interesting. COM fails …
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ALICE EPCJ C74 (2014) 2974, Butenschoen et al. 
PRL 114 (2015) 092004, LHCb
EPJ C74 (2014) 2872, LHCb EPJ C73 (2013) 2631
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Fig. 5: (color online). Inclusive J/ψ differential production cross section as a function of pT, compared to several
scaled CSM calculations for direct J/ψ [47]. Details on the calculations are given in the text.
rather than forming all four combinations.
The NRQCD calculations include both the same leading order Color-Singlet (CS) contributions as the
one shown in Fig. 5 and Color-Octet (CO) contributions that are adjusted to experimental data by
means of so-called Long-Range Matrix Elements (LRME). The two calculations differ in the LRME
parametrization: the first (left panels of Fig. 6) uses three matrix elements whereas the second (right
panels of Fig. 6) uses only two linear combinations of these three elements. Other differences include:
the data sets used to fit these matrix elements, the minimum pT above which the calculation is appli-
cable and the way by which contributions from χc decays into prompt J/ψ and ψ(2S) productions are
accounted for. The first calculation has significantly larger uncertainties than the second for both the J/ψ
cross section and the ψ(2S)-to-J/ψ ratio. This is a consequence of the differences detailed above and in
particular the fact that the fits start at a lower pT and include a larger number of data sets.
Both calculations show reasonable agreement with data for all three observables. As it is the case for the
CSM calculations, properly accounting for the contribution from b-meson decays to both J/ψ and ψ(2S)
inclusive productions in either the data or the theory would further improve the agreement at high pT.
In the CSM, the direct ψ(2S) to direct J/ψ ratio is a constant, independent of pT and rapidity. It corre-
sponds to the square of the ratio between the ψ(2S) and J/ψ wave functions at the origin and amounts to
about 0.6 [47]3. This value, scaled by the direct-to-inclusive J/ψ and ψ(2S) ratios (0.6 for J/ψ , as dis-
cussed above, and 0.85 for ψ(2S) [43]), becomes 0.42. It is larger than the pT-integrated measurement
quoted in Section 4 and matches the values measured for pT > 9 GeV/c.
Concerning the increase of the inclusive ψ(2S)-to-J/ψ cross section ratio as a function of pT observed
in the data, a fraction originates from the contribution of ψ(2S) and χc decays. Assuming that the direct
production of all charmonium states follows the same pT distribution, as it is the case in the CEM, the
transverse momentum of J/ψ coming from the decay of the higher mass resonances must be smaller
than the one of the parent particle. This results in an increase of the corresponding contribution to the
inclusive cross section ratio as a function of pT. The pT dependence resulting from this effect on the
inclusive ψ(2S)-to-J/ψ cross section ratio has been investigated using PYTHIA [51] for decaying the
parent particle into a J/ψ . The result is normalized to our measured integrated ψ(2S)-to-J/ψ cross
section ratio and compared to the data in Fig. 7. As expected, an increase of the ratio is observed
with increasing pT but it is not sufficient to explain the trend observed in the data. This indicates that
the increase observed in the data cannot be entirely explained with simple decay kinematics arguments
and that other effects must be taken into account. A non-constant ratio can already be expected in the
3There is no uncertainty on this quantity because none is quoted for the ψ(2S) wave function taken from [50].
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Fig. 6: Inclusive J/ψ differential production cross section (top), inclusive ψ(2S) differential production cross sec-
tion (middle) and inclusiveψ(2S)-to-J/ψ ratio (bottom) as a function of pT compared to two NRQCD calculations
from [49] (left) and [19] (right).
simplest case of CSM, where different diagram contributions to S- and P- wave charmonia production
are expected, resulting in different feed-down contributions to J/ψ and ψ(2S). On top of this Color-
Octet contributions can also be added, as done in the NRQCD framework. The proper accounting of
such contributions is sufficient to reproduce the trend observed in the data, as shown in Fig. 6, bottom
panels.
In Fig. 8, the inclusive ϒ(1S) differential production cross section as a function of pT is compared to
three CSM calculations [52] (left) and to NRQCD [19] (right).
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Theoretical prediction of the 
relative direct ratio
- Initial c-cbar pair distance ˜1/2MQ ~0
- Direct Psi(2S)/Jpsi ratio only depends 
on the charmonium wave functions at 
the origin 
- Charmonium wave functions at the 
origin are given by the widths of the 
dilepton decay channels
19
Vanttinen et al PRD51 (1995) 3332, Schuler PhD Thesis (1994)
Quarkonium observables in 
pPb and PbPb collisions
pp pPb Pb-Pb
ds/dpTdy(pT,y,s)
RpPb (pT,y,s, centrality) 
RPbPb(pT,y,s, centrality
ds/d(f-YR): v1, v2, v3, …
Yy(2S)/YJ/y, … Yy(2S)/YJ/y, double ratio, 
…
Yy(2S)/YJ/y, double ratio…
Polarisation Polarisation, 
…
Polarisation, 
…
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Azimuthal symmetry can 
be broken in pp and p-Pb
by fluctuations
RAA = YAA/ (Ypp<Ncoll>)
QGP effectsInitial state 
effects
Azimuthal symmetry is 
broken in non central 
Pb-Pb collisions.
Reference: p-Pb at the LHC
- pA probes the physics of the initial 
stage
- First p-Pb collisions at 5.02 TeV by 
the LHC in 2013
21
Salgado et al, JPG39 (2012) 015010
ALICE, PRL110 (2013) 082301, ALICE PRL 113 (2014) 232301, CMS EPJC76 (2016) 372
Many more measurements have been performed by LHC experiments 
But …
J/y in pPb, mostly as expected
- Modification of the parton
distribution function in 
the nucleus (shadowing) : 
x = MJ/y/sqrt(s) x exp(-y)
- Parton energy loss 
mechanism (which 
successfully explain 
results at lower energies)
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J/ψ production and nuclear effects in p-Pb collisions at √sNN = 5.02 TeV ALICE Collaboration
non-prompt contribution from B-decays. However, the pT-integrated non-prompt J/ψ fraction is small
(LHCb measured 7.1% at √s = 2.76 TeV in the kinematic region 2 < ycms < 4.5, pT < 12 GeV/c [58]
and 9.8% at √s = 7 TeV for 2 < ycms < 4.5, pT < 14 GeV/c [59]). The difference between RinclpPb and
RpromptpPb is well within the uncertainties of our measurement for a very large range of Rnon−promptpPb , from
almost complete suppression (Rnon−promptpPb = 0.2) to a rather strong enhancement (Rnon−promptpPb = 1.3). A
similar conclusion holds at backward rapidity.
cmsy
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Fig. 2: The nuclear modification factors for inclusive J/ψ production at √sNN = 5.02 TeV. The error bars corre-
spond to the statistical uncertainties, the open boxes to the uncorrelated systematic uncertainties, the shaded boxes
around the points represent the partially correlated systematic uncertainties. The box around RpPb = 1 shows the
size of the correlated uncertainties. Results from various models are also shown. The theoretical uncertainties
for the EPS09 NLO calculation [55] are due to the uncertainty on the EPS09 shadowing parameterization and to
the mass and scale uncertainties on the cross section calculation. For the CGC model [57], the band is related to
the choice of the parton saturation scale and of the charm quark mass. Finally, the q0 value in the energy loss
model [56] represents the value of the transport coefficient in the target nucleons for xBj=10−2 gluons.
Both cross sections and nuclear modification factors for inclusive J/ψ have also been studied differen-
tially in rapidity, with six bins for each of the two y domains. The results are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4,
respectively. The analysis procedure is identical to the one detailed above for the study of the integrated
quantities. In particular, a differential estimate of the systematic uncertainties for the various ingredients
has been carried out. The larger uncertainties visible at the lower edges of the rapidity ranges covered
in p-Pb and Pb-p are related to a larger uncertainty on the pp reference cross section, due to the fact
that these regions are not directly covered by the pp measurements and therefore an extrapolation has to
be performed [49]. No strong variation of the nuclear modification factors is observed, in particular at
backward rapidity, where models including coherent energy loss suggest a steeper behaviour.
Both σ J/ψpp and ⟨TpPb⟩ cancel out when forming the ratio RFB of the nuclear modification factors for a
rapidity range symmetric with respect to ycms = 0. In this way one is left with the ratio of the forward
and backward J/ψ yields. The drawback of this approach is that, due to the beam energy asymmetry,
the common y interval covered at both forward and backward rapidity is smaller than the acceptance of
the muon spectrometer, and limited to 2.96 < |ycms|< 3.53. The reduction in statistics by a factor ∼3 is
compensated by the cancellation of the reference-related uncertainties. The obtained value is RFB(2.96<
|ycms| < 3.53) = 0.60± 0.01(stat.)± 0.06(syst.). The systematic uncertainties which are uncorrelated
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ALICE, HEP 1402 (2014) 073, ALICE JHEP 1511 (2015) 127, LHCb JHEP 1402 (2014) 072, 
Arleo & Peignet PRL 109 (2012) 122301, JHEP 1305 (2013) 155
Centrality dependence of inclusive J/ψ production in p–Pb at √sNN=5.02 TeV ALICE Collaboration
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Fig. 5: (Colour online) Inclusive J/ψ QpPb as a function of ⟨Nmultcoll ⟩ at backward (left), mid (center) and forward
(right) rapidity. The boxes centered at QpPb = 1 represent the relative uncertainties correlated over centrality. The
theoretical calculations are from Refs. [16, 17, 74, 75].
CEM calculation [16, 75] which contains the EPS09 NLO nPDF parameterisation [7] (denoted as
“CEM+EPS09 NLO” in Fig. 5), a model employing the EPS09 LO nPDF with or without effects from
the interaction with a comoving medium [17] (denoted as “EPS09 LO+comovers” in Fig. 5), and the
coherent energy loss model [74] described above. In the CEM+EPS09 NLO and EPS09 LO+comovers
models, assuming the J/ψ production process is gg→ J/ψ (2→ 1), the xBj values of the gluon from the
Pb nucleus span a range of about 1 ·10−2 < xBj < 5 ·10−2 at backward rapidity, 4 ·10−4 < xBj < 2 ·10−3
at mid-rapidity, and 2 · 10−5 < xBj < 8 · 10−5 at forward rapidity. The backward rapidity interval there-
fore corresponds to the xBj range in the transition between the anti-shadowing and the shadowing re-
gion, whereas the mid- and forward rapidity intervals probe a region for which the gluon shadowing is
expected to be strong. The CEM+EPS09 NLO model uncertainties are evaluated from the EPS09 un-
certainty, which gives the dominant contribution, and from a variation of the values of the charm quark
mass, the normalisation and the factorisation scales in the pQCD calculation. The CEM+EPS09 NLO
model reproduces well the centrality dependence in each rapidity range. At mid- and forward rapidity,
the data are better reproduced when a strong shadowing is considered in the model. In the framework
of the EPS09 LO+comovers model, the presence of a comoving medium has only a small effect on J/ψ
production at forward rapidity since its density is expected to decrease towards the p-going direction.
The effect of comovers is more pronounced at mid-rapidity and especially at backward rapidity and it
increases with increasing centrality. The uncertainties on these theoretical calculations are not available.
At backward rapidity, the increase of QpPb towards central collisions observed in the data is better re-
produced when the comover effect is not included in the model. Finally, the shape and magnitude of
QpPb is well described by the Eloss model in all rapidity intervals, although the model does not predict
an increase with increasing centrality at backward rapidity, as indicated by the data.
It is worth pointing out that the calculations above are done for prompt J/ψ production, while the mea-
surements also include the contribution of J/ψ mesons from b-hadron decays. The QpromptpPb can be ex-
tracted from QinclpPb using the relation QpromptpPb = QinclpPb+ fB · (QinclpPb−Qnon−promptpPb ), where fB is the ratio of
non-prompt to prompt J/ψ production cross sections and Qnon−promptpPb is the nuclear modification factor
of non-prompt J/ψ mesons. A value of fB of about 0.11 at 2 < ycms < 4.5 and for pT < 14 GeV/c
can be calculated from the LHCb measurements in pp collisions at √s = 7 TeV [76]. The value of fB
does not show a strong variation within the quoted rapidity range and with energy, as indicated by the
comparison with the results in pp collisions at √s = 8 TeV [77]. Hence, the value of fB calculated
at √s = 7 TeV in 2 < ycms < 4.5 is used for the following. At mid-rapidity, a value of fB of about
0.17 at |y| < 0.9 and integrated over pT can be extracted from the measurements of ALICE in pp col-
lisions at √s = 7 TeV [78]. The nuclear modification factor of non-prompt J/ψ was measured to be
0.98± 0.06± 0.01 (0.83± 0.02± 0.08) for −4 < ycms < −2.5 (2.5 < ycms < 4) and pT < 14 GeV/c at√sNN = 5.02 TeV in p–Pb collisions [43]. If the non-prompt J/ψ QpPb, which has not been measured as
14
Production of ϒ(1S) and ϒ(2S) in p–Pb collisions at √sNN = 5.02 TeV ALICE Collaboration
region and the ϒ(1S) RpPb at backward rapidity could add useful constraints to the model calculations.
It is worth noting that the two blue bands in the left and right panels of Fig. 4 differ by their central
curve and the extent of the uncertainties. The two approaches are similar and although the production
models used are different, most of the difference comes from the usage of the NLO or LO EPS09 gluon
shadowing parameterizations. It can be argued that using an NLO parameterization is more appropriate
than an LO one, however it is worth remarking that other gluon shadowing parameterizations [20, 21]
(also at NLO) are available and that the uncertainty band of the EPS09 LO parameterization practically
includes them. Therefore, the blue uncertainty band in the right panel of Fig. 4 can be considered as
including the uncertainty due to different gluon shadowing parameterizations. The backward rapidity
ϒ(1S) RpPb disfavours the strong gluon anti-shadowing included in the EPS09 parameterization. In the
right panel of Fig. 4, a calculation based on the CGC framework coupled with a CEM production model
is also shown (green shaded band) for positive ycms. It is worth noting that this calculation, although
only slightly underestimating the ϒ(1S) RpPb, is not able to reproduce the J/ψ RpPb in the same rapidity
range [36].
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Fig. 4: Nucl ar m dificatio factor f nclusive ϒ(1S) in p–Pb collisions at √sNN = 5.02 TeV as a function of
rapidity. The vertical error bars represent the statistical uncertainties and the open boxes the uncorrelated system-
atic uncertainties. The full boxes around RpPb = 1 show the size of the correlated uncertainties. Also shown are
several model calculations: (left) parton energy loss [25] with and without EPS09 shadowing at NLO and CEM
with EPS09 shadowing at NLO [62]; (right) CGC based [26] and CSM with EPS09 shadowing at LO [28]. For the
latter the effect of variation in the shadowing and EMC curves is highlighted as described in the text.
The quantity RFB is defined as the ratio of the nuclear modification factors at forward and at backward
rapidities in a range symmetric with respect to ycms = 0. It can be computed directly from the ratio of
the cross sections (see Eq. 1) of ϒ(1S) at forward and backward rapidities. RFB is therefore indepen-
dent of σϒ(1S)pp . The drawback of the RFB ratio is that it can only be measured in the restricted rapidity
range 2.96 < |ycms| < 3.53, hence losing about two thirds of the number of measured ϒ. The measured
forward to backward ratio is RFB(2.96 < |ycms| < 3.53) = 0.95± 0.24(stat)± 0.14(syst). Uncertainties
are obtained by summing in quadrature the contribution of each individual element entering the ratio.
The inclusive ϒ(1S) RFB is compared in Fig. 5 to the inclusive J/ψ RFB [36] in the same rapidity range
(left panel) and to several model calculations (right panel). In the rapidity range 2.96< |ycms|< 3.53 the
ϒ(1S) RFB is compatible with unity and is larger than that of the J/ψ . All models describe the data within
the present uncertainties of the measurement.
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PbPb collisions
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Colour Screening potential. 
Dissociation Temperatures
At RHIC and LHC, only U(1S) state could survive in 
the QGP. U(2S) should exhibit a similar behaviour as 
J/y. cc and U(2S) melt before Tc.
24
Burnier et al. JHEP 1512 (2015) 101
rD(T) screening radius decreases with TrD(T)<rQQbar è disappearance of the bound stateQ
Qbar
In vacuum : V(r) = -A/r + Br
In QGP : V(r) = -A/r x exp(-r/rD(T))
Matsui & Satz PLB178 (1986) 416
Digal et al PRD64 
(2001) 094015
Mocsy & Petreczky PRL99 (2007) 211602
Sequential 
Suppression
QGP is highly doped with 
charm quarks at the LHC!
sccbar ~ 7 mb at 5 TeVccbar yield 7/70 = 1/10
In central PbPb collisions more than 1000 NN collisions. ccbaryields ~ 1000 x 1/10 = 100
Charm quark densities in the QGP at early times are large, 1 c-cbar pair per fm3!
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Figure 1: Left: Total (extrapolated) cc cross section as a function of
p
s [100–106]. Data in proton–nucleus (p–A) or deuteron–nucleus (d–A)
collisions were scaled down assuming no nuclear e↵ect. Right: A compilation of the bb di↵erential cross section measurements at mid-rapidity in
pp and pp collisions [107–111]. Results are compared to pQCD calculations, NLO MNR [6] and FONLL [44, 99] for cc and bb, respectively.
2.2.1. Leptons from heavy-flavour decays
The first open-heavy-flavour measurements in heavy-ion collisions were performed by exploiting heavy-flavour
decay leptons at RHIC by the PHENIX and STAR Collaborations. These were done both in pp and AA colli-
sions [112–116]. At the LHC, the ATLAS and ALICE Collaborations have also performed such studies in heavy-ion
collisions [117–121]. A selection of the pT-di↵erential production cross sections of heavy-flavour decay leptons in pp
collisions at di↵erent rapidities and energies is presented in Figure 2. The measurements are reported together with
calculations of FONLL [44, 99] for
p
s = 0.2 and 2.76 TeV, GM-VFNS [15, 16] and kT-factorisation [122] at
p
s =
2.76 TeV. The POWHEG predictions [49], not shown in this figure, show a remarkable agreement with the FONLL
ones. The di↵erential cross sections of heavy-flavour-decay leptons are well described by pQCD calculations.
In addition, leptons from open charm and beauty production can be separated out via: (i) a cut on the lepton impact
parameter, i. e. the distance between the origin of the lepton and the collision primary vertex, (ii) a fit of the lepton
impact parameter distribution using templates of the di↵erent contributions to the inclusive spectra, (iii) studies of the
azimuthal angular correlations between heavy-flavour decay leptons and charged hadrons (see e. g. [107, 123]). These
measurements are also described by pQCD calculations.
2.2.2. Open charm
Recently, D-meson production has been studied at RHIC, Tevatron and LHC energies [102–104, 106, 124–126].
The measurements were performed by fully reconstructing the hadronic decays of the D mesons, e. g. D0 ! K ⇡+
and charge conjugates. D-meson candidates are built up of pairs or triplets of tracks with the appropriate charge sign
combination. The analyses exploit the detector particle identification abilities to reduce the combinatorial background,
which is important at low pT. For the measurements at Tevatron and LHC, the background is also largely reduced by
applying topological selections on the kinematics of the secondary decay vertices, typically displaced by few hundred
µm from the interaction vertex. The results at RHIC energies report the inclusive D-meson yields [103], i. e. those
from both c and b quark fragmentation. The former are called prompt, and the later secondary D mesons. The
measurements at Tevatron and LHC energies report prompt D-meson yields. Prompt yields include both the direct
production and the feed-down from excited charmed resonances. The secondaries contribution to the D-meson yields
is evaluated and subtracted by: (i) either scrutinising the D-meson candidates impact parameter distribution, exploiting
the larger lifetime of b- than c-flavoured hadrons [102, 106, 124], which requires large statistics, (ii) or evaluating the
beauty hadron contribution using pQCD-based calculations [104, 125, 126], advantageous strategy for smaller data
samples but limited by the theoretical uncertainties.
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Recombination ccbar pairs at ater times of the QGP 
evolution becomes highly probable.
Direct probe of the deconfined state of matter
Svetitsky PRD37 (1988) 2484, PBM & Stachel PLB490 (2000) 196, Thews
et al PRC63 (2001) C549005, Andronic et al PLB652 (2007) 259
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Charm Recombination in 
the Quark Gluon Plasma, 
B. Svetitsky
“… the eventual number of 
J/psi’s is proportional to 
the square of the initial 
number of charmed 
quarks, which is ...”
“... the enhancemnt of the 
J/psi would be a sure sign 
of a long-live 
thermodynamic system ...”
Svetitsky Proceedings of the 3r Nucleus-Nucleus
Conference, July 1988, Saint Malo, France, page 202
“Main” Quarkonium Results in 
PbPb collisions at the LHC
27
Suppression of upsilon 
resonances
28
CMS PRL107 (2011) 052302  
CMS PRL109 (2012) 222301
Y(2S) and Y(3S) are strongly and fully suppressed in 
Pb-Pb collisions.
It seems that “High resonances are dissociated in the 
QGP formed at LHC energies, while Y(1S) (partialy) 
survives”
What about charmonia? 29
Psi(2S) exhibits a small BR into the dilepton channel
Combinatorial background is much larger in the charmonium
sector
Higher integrated luminosity is needed to measure Psi(2S) with 
high precision è Major goal of LHC@Run3
Upsilon in terms of RAA
Upsilon(2S) is strongly suppressed
Feed-down makes complex the 
interpretation of the Upsion(1S) suppression
30
CMS PRL109 (2012) 222301
Sensitivity of Y(1S) to the 
QGP
Primordial Y(1S) is 
the most important 
contribution
Some models 
constrain viscosity 
over entropy 
density of the 
QGP 
31
ALICE PLB738 (2014) 361
CMS PRL109 (2012) 222301
Upsilon(2S) LHC versus J/psi RHIC
Upsilon(2S) is strongly suppressed at LHC, 
slightly more than Jpsi at RHIC energies
32
CMS PRL109 (2012) 222301PHENIX PRC86 (2012) 064901
Jpsi RAA at LHC Energies
Large RAA and almost constant
33
ALICE  PLB734 (2014) 314
Sensitivity to the QGP?
- d
34
Arleo & Peigné  JHEP 1410 (2014) 73
Shadowing and energy loss can explain J/psi data at the LHC!
ALICE  PLB734 (2014) 314
Sensitivity to QGP at RHIC?
- d
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Arleo & Peigné  JHEP 1410 (2014) 73
PHENIX PRC84 (2011) 054912
But shadowing and energy loss fail to  explain J/psi data at RHIC!
Recombination of c-cbar
quarks in deconfined matter
Recombination of c-cbar quark is needed to understand LHC data on Jpsi. 
Open charm cross-section becomes a fundamental parameter
36
ALICE  JHEP 1605 (2016) 179
Other observations of c-cbar
recombination at the LHC
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ALICE  PLB734 (2014) 314, PRL111 (2013) 162301, JHEP 1506 (2015) 55
J/psi photo-production in UPC
Ultra Peripheral Collisions: b>2R
Photo-nuclear interaction. Enhanced by ZPband Lorentz factor
Gluon shadowing in the nucleus
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ψCoherent photo-produced J/
OS dimuons (data)
Hadronic Pb-Pb collisions (b < 2R) 
J/ψ 
photoproduction 
in  γ + A 
UPC Pb-Pb collisions (b > 2R) with J/ψ candidate 
Observation for the first time of an excess 
at low-pT in the opposite sign dimuon 
distribution in peripheral Pb-Pb collisions 
Phys. Lett. B 718 (2013) 1273 - 1283 
A plausible explanation 
Coherent J/ψ photoproduction (occuring at b < 2R) is proposed as the underlying physics 
mechanism at the origin of the J/ψ low pT yield excess observed in hadronic Pb-Pb collisions 5 
Charmonium and e+e− pair photoproduction ALICE Collaboration
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Fig. 5: Measured differential cross section of J/ψ photoproduction in ultra-peripheral Pb-Pb collisions at√sNN =
2.76 TeV at -0.9<y<0.9 for coherent a) and incoherent b) events. The error is the quadratic sum of the statistical
and systematic errors. The theoretical calculations described in the text are also shown.
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x ~
MJ/psi/sqrt(s) x epx(|y|)
ALICE PLB718 (2013) 1273,  
EPJ73 (2013) 11 
PLB751 (2015) 358
Low pT excess of J/psi  in 
PbPb collisions at 2.76 TeV
Usual suspect: 
Coherent photo-
production
How is coherence 
ensured?
39
Excess in the yield of J/y at very low pT ALICE Collaboration
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Fig. 3: (Color online) J/y RAA as a function of hNparti for 3 pT ranges in Pb–Pb collisions at psNN = 2.76 TeV.
See text for details on uncertainties.
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ALICE PRL 116 (2016) 222301
82Pb g source
208Pb  nuclear 
target
J/y
<pT>~1/RPb
g
Potential new probe 
of the QGP
Revisiting pPb collisions
40
Collectiveness in p-Pb 
collisions at the LHC
- Soft probes: qualitative similarity to measurements in A–A collisions which are rather intriguing
- Grosso modo Hydro + fluctuations explains the data
41
ALICE PLB726 (2013) 164, CMS PRL115 (2015) 012301, ALICE PLB758 (2016) 389, Bozek et 
al PRC88 (2013) 014903
Many more measurements have been performed by LHC experiments 
What about hard probes in pPb?
Why hard probes are blind to 
collectiveness like effects in p-Pb? 
Transverse size of the initial stage smaller 
than in Pb-Pb collisions
Low pT hard probes become interesting: 
Heavy Quarks and Quarkonium
42
Puzzling observations
- Relative suppression of higher nS 
quarkonium resonances : Psi(2S), 
Y(2S) and Y(3S)
- Can initial state effects explain 
these observations?
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ALICE JHEP 12 (2014) 073, LHCb JHEP 03 (2016) 133, 
CMS JHEP 04 (2014) 103, ALICE JHEP 06 (2016) 050
d-Au by PHENIX at RHIC
Hint for relative suppression of the Psi(2S) 
yield with respect to the Jpsi
44
PHENIX PRL111 (2013) 20
Psi(2S) to Jpsi relative suppression 
in p-Pb at the LHC
45
ALICE JHEP 12 (2014) 073, LHCb JHEP 03 (2016) 133, ALICE JHEP 06 (2016) 050
63% 
suppression
4.3sigma
?
1. Chic contribution?
If chic contribution increases, the direct ratio could not change. But:
- Cannot explain upsilon measurements
- Increase with centrality
- Chic contribution about 67% in central collisions at backward rapidity.
- Chic RpPb about 2.3 in central p-Pb at backward collisions
- Which would be the physics behind?  
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ALICE JHEP 12 (2014) 073, LHCb JHEP 03 (2016) 133, ALICE JHEP 06 (2016) 050
Chic contribution in p-Pb can be 
measured by LHCb experiment
2. Modification of the wave 
function of the ccbar pair?
If the initial wave function of the c-cbar is enlarged, Psi(2S)/Jpsi ratio decreases due to the Psi(2S) node effect:
- Which would be the physics behind?
47
p
Pb Quarkonium
c
cbar
Hoyer & Peigné PRD61 (2000) 031501
Measurement of the Psi(2S)/Jpsi yield 
ratio in high multiplicity pp collisions 
has to be measured by ALICE and/or 
LHCb experiments 
3. Final state effects?
Which is the initial hadron density at
hadronization?
48
rNN = 1 fm/c, tc crossing time, th = 1 fm/c
Bjorken PRD27 (1983) 140, PHENIX NPA (2005) 184, Bozek et al PRC88 (2013) 
014903, ALICE PRL110 (2013) 032301, EPOS K. Werner Private Mitteilungen
From EPOS:
LHC backward dNch/dy = 0.77 x |dNch/deta|_eta=0
LHC forward dNch/dy = 0.63 x |dNch/deta|_eta=0
Psi(2S)/Jpsi versus rhoH
- No suppression at low 
energy pA. Hadron 
density < 1 fm3
- Similar hadron density 
in pA at low energy 
and pp at LHC
- Relatively good 
scaling with the 
experimental results
- Larger at LHC 
backward than LHC 
forward
- At the LHC, hadron 
density above 1 fm3
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Measurement of the Psi(2S)/Jpsi yield 
ratio in high multiplicity pp collisions 
has to be measured by ALICE and/or 
LHCb experiments
Psi(2S)/Jpsi at mid-rapidity has to be 
measured by ALICE experiment 
Hadron Density in equilibrium
- Hadron density above 06-1 fm-3not possible
- Above it partondegrees of freedom appears
- Parton interactions in the final stage cannot be neglected for hadron densities above 0.3-1 fm-3
50
Andronic et al PLB718 (2012) 80
Dissociation Temperatures
- Chic and Psi(2S)  dissolves at 
temperatures below QGP transition 
temperature.
- Is this what we are observing in pPb
collisions at LHC energies?
51
Mocsy & Petreczky PRL99 (2007) 211602
If chic dissolves, direct Psi(2)/Jpsi
suppression could even be stronger.
Chic contribution in p-Pb has to be 
measured by LHCb experiment
Colour screening
Highlights of quarkonium
measurements at the LHC
- Eta_c measurements in pp collisions are challenging for COM model on 
quarkonium hadroproduction
- Shadowing and energy loss explain Jpsi and Y(1S) production at the LHC 
in pPb collisions
- Models including shadowing are favoured by J/psi photo-production 
measurements un UPC
- Colour screening of upsilon is observed at the LHC. Models can 
constrain properties of the QGP
- Recombination of c-cbar quarks is seen: direct observation of 
deconfined matter. Models depends on the c-cbar cross-section.
- Coherent photo-production of Jpsi is observed in PbPb collisions. 
Fundamental questions on coherent photo-production are open. New 
probe of the QGP
- Suppression of the Psi(2S)/Jpsi and Y(ns)/Y(1S) in pPb collision at the 
LHC is an intriguing result. My interpretation is the colour screening of 
the c-cbar potential due to high parton density in pPb collisions at the 
LHC. Additional measurements are needed.
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ALICE strategy for Run3 & Run4 
2021-2028
PbPb 50 kHz (x10)
RO electronics
TPC RO chambers
New computing 
req.
ITS Upgrade
53
New 
observables
Global observables
Light hadrons
Strange hadrons
Quarkonia
Open HF
EM probes 
Jet and high pT hadrons
Low signal/background: hardware trigger 
filtering impossible, namely at low pT
Better  
Significance
ITS upgrade
MFT tracker
FoCal (2024)?
ALICE Detector Upgrade for Run3
Increase of luminosity (50kHz IR) and improve vertexing and tracking at low pT
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New  Internal 
Tracking System, high 
resolution, low 
material budget
TPC Muon
Spectrometer, TRD, 
TOF, PHOS, 
EMCAL/DCAL , ZDC, 
T0
Muon Forward 
Tracker, high 
resolution, low 
material budget
New TPC GEM 
Chambers (low ion 
backflow, 
continuous RO)
New berilium
beampipe smaller 
radius
New MB 
trigger detector 
FIT
Grid Computing Center – Computer Room A 
Computing O2
Run3Run2
Prospectives
Quarkonium measurements (RAA and v2) in PbPb collisions.
Psi(2S) and Y(3S) measurements are a must. Constraining QGP 
properties with improved transport models is the next step.
Connexion with open charm and open beauty production. 
Measurements of open heavy flavour down to pT=0.
Study of high resonances (namely psi(2S), chi_c, chi_b) in high 
multiplicity pp and pPb collisions. Rapidity and pT
dependences.
HIC models for high multiplicity pp and pPb collisions are 
needed. 
Quarkonium photo-production in PbPb nuclear collisions. 
Better precision and more central collisions. Upsilon sector.
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Thanks
I would like to dedicate this seminar 
to Dr. Helmut OESCHLER 
(*March 3rd 1945- †Jan 3rd 2017)
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Back-up slides
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Times Scales
- pp collision time scale 1/<mT> ~ 0.1-0.2 fm/c
- Hadronisation time 1/LQCD~1 fm/c
- Heavy ccbar (bbar) production 1/2MQ~ 0.08 (0.02) fm/c
- Disentangling between 1S, 2S or 3S states 1/DM ~ 
0.35 (0.2-0.6) fm/c
- Factorisation of the qqbar pair production (pQCD) 
and the evolution toward a bound state (non-
perturbative process) 
- Evolution towards the quarkonium state exhibits 
similar time scale as the formation of the QGP in 
nucleus-nucleus collisions at relativistic energies
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Bjorken PRD27 (1983) 140, PHENIX NPA (2005) 184, SaporeGravis EPJC46 (2016) 107
Direct versus Prompt
- Psi(2S) prompt = Psi(2S) direct
- J/psi(1S) direct : 
59
Psi(2S)
J/psi(1S)
Golden channels
ü J/psi è dilepton (BR 5.961%)
ü Psi(2S) è dilepton (BR 0.789%)
ü chi_cJ(1P) è J/psi + gamma
chi_c2(1P)
chi_c1(1P)
chi_c0(1P)BR 60.9%
D-DBar
Psi(2S)/Jpsi pp at 20-50 GeV
- pp and pd at 29 GeV by NA51
- chi_c contribution measured by E705 experiment in p-Li at 24 GeV and HERA-B in p-C, p-Ti and p-W at 41.6 GeV
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NA51 PLB438 (1998) 35, HERA-B EPJC49 (2007) 545, HERA-B PRD79 
(2009) 012001, E705   
Prompt ratios:
NA51 pp 29 GeV : 
0.1187±0.0034
NA51 pd 29 GeV : 
0.1263±0.0036
Chi_cJ feeddown
Hera-B (18.8±2.6)%
E705 (30±4)%
Direct Ratio 
Psi(2S)/Jpsi
0.166±0.007
0.196±0.014
NA51
E705HERA-B
Psi(2S)/Jpsi in pp at the LHC
- Relative prompt ratios measured by LHCb and ALICE at foward rapidities at 7 and 8 TeV
- Feed-down from chi_c measured by LHCb for pT>2 GeV
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LHCb EPJC72 (2012) 2100, ALICE EPJC74 (2014) 2974, ALICE EPJC76 
(2016) 184, LHCb PLB718 (2012) 431
Prompt ratios:
LHCb pp 7 TeV : 0.137±0.021
ALICE pp 7 TeV : 0.170±0.017
ALICE pp 8 TeV : 0140±0.022
Chi_cJ feeddown
(15±2)% down to pT=0 
(Aurélien BEAUFRERE L1 2016)
Direct Ratio 
Psi(2S)/Jpsi
0.18±0.03
Better theoretical prediction 
- Realistic determination of the initial wave function of the c-cbar pair
- Dependence on the number of gluons exchanged (photo versus hadroproduction)
- Dependence on the heavy quark potential model
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Marvelous paper of Hoyer & Peigné PRD61 (2000) 031501
Better agreement 
with experimental 
data
Decrease due to the 
node of the Psi(2S) 
wave function
Direct Psi(2S)/Jpsi in pp
- Agreement within experimental 
errors at 20-50 GeV and at 7-8 TeV
- Better precision is needed in pp 
collisions (factor 3-6 improvement 
should be possible)
- Results suggest (namely at low 
energy) ratio below LO theoretical 
prediction 
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Psi(2S)/Jpsi ratio
in p-A collisions
1. at low Energies (20-50 GeV)
2. d-Au at RHIC energies
3. p-Pb at LHC energies
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p-A at 20-50 GeV
Inter-experiment results in agreement with constant Psi(2S)/Jpsi ratio with A
But compatible with R = R1 x ADaR1 = 0.139±0.006
Da = -0.030±0.004
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R1
Chi2/ndf = 2 
BR (Jpsi è dilepton)
BR(Psi(2S) è dilepton)= 7.56±0.15
HERA-B EPJC49 (2007) 545
Relative Psi(2S) to Jpsi suppression 
at low energies
Intra-experiment results (better precision) 
confirms the dependence ADa.. Less than 
20% relative suppression for p-Pb
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E866 NuSea PRL84 (2000) 3256
p-A sqrt(s) 39 GeV
Be, Fe, W
Relative measurement
Compatible with
Da =-0.030
Relative error
0.003
Crossing time
sqrt(s) (GeV) yA Backward (fm/c) Mid-rapidity (fm/c) Forward (fm/c)
20 3.0 1.2 (y0=-1) 0.44 (y0=0) 0.16 (y0=1)
200 5.4 0.30 (y0=-2) 0.04 (y0=0) 0.005 (y0=2)
5000 8.6 0.09 (y0=-4) 0.002 (y0=0) 0.00003 (y0=4) 
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p
Pb
Quarkonium
<D> = 4R/3
g = cosh(yA-y0)yA = - ln( sqrt(s)/mN)tc = 2R/3g
Charmonium nuclear absorption is not possible at high 
energies since quarkonium is formed out side of the 
nucleus
Particle density at the LHC
LHC y=4 like central AuAucollisions at RHIC y=0
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ALICE arXiv:1612.08966
Dissociation by comovers
A final state effect
Excellent description of 
the experimental data on 
Psi(2S)/Jpsi at RHIC and 
at the LHC
- What is a comover?
- Psi(2S) is formed and 
then destroyed.
- dNch/deta ≠ dNch/dy at large rapidities
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LHC
RHIC
Measurement azimuthal 
dependence of the Psi(2S)/Jpsi
yield in pp and p-Pb collisions
Ferreiro PLB749 (2015) 98
